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Aim and goals 

Following my interests in theatre, dance and human evolution, I have decided to name 

this project as “performing the hands”. What I aim for is to shape a project involving other 

disciplines apart from the ones at the core practice of my artistic research. The objectives 

of which are, first, getting new ideas of how to expand my artistic interests to other areas. 

Second, to acquire a real experience of collaborating with people from those fields, and 

third,  to establish the bases of a project that starts now and will continue in the future as 

a PhD, a workshop or a series of events and exhibitions of cross-discipline nature.   

 

Description 

I have divided the project in two parts, in the first one I have set the theoretical bases of 

it by studying and interviewing four people: a dancer, a choreographer, an art historian 

and a scientist. The second one is about bringing the gathered knowledge alive, into some 

real and tangible way.  

 

Setting the theoretical bases of the project 

I should specify what interests me about performance and specifically about hands. Both 

are undoubtedly related to languages and human evolution, which sets a good tone to 

start an interdisciplinary project that includes different disciplines such as science, 

anthropology, ethnology and history amongst others. 

Culture and biology 

The scientist Charles Breeze (2016) from the UCL department of medical genomics, 

comments on dance: “dance as a language has a cultural and biological function. There 

is a feedback process of communication between a person and his posture.”i Culture and 

biology converge in dance and introduce the question of spirit and soul in relation to our 

bodies. But is there a scientific explanation for it? “The link here between body language 

and neural concept is very mixed. Say anima forma corporis.” A problem which could be 

explained in relation to mind and brain but not genetically. 



  

On the other hand, movement and our locomotory faculties can be approached in a 

scientific way, specifically in regards of human evolution. According to Breeze, “evolution 

is a process of cooperation between different parts of the body, especially the brain and 

hands” and therefore puts motion as an essential factor to human complexity and human 

domain over nature. Our hands get a high degree of neural attention, independently of 

any cultural background (Breeze, 2016).ii 

 

Drawing in space 

 

The mastery of dancers over their bodies could tell more about how important are the 

hands to dance. Oxana Gilbert (2016), talks from her own experience as a professional 

dancer. She has explored them and all their possibilities by being articulate with them as 

well as being more aware about what they can do rather than what they could signify; 

“The hands have been always important for dance, they are like a finished line which 

extends in space by drawing lines” (Gilbert, 2016).  

In this analogy, dance seems to be like a drawing in space according to the choreographer 

and UAL tutor Lucy Algar (2016), “there are so many links in terms of dancers making a 

gesture. It is like a drawing, it is a physical act. The same as a painter when is engaged 

in painting on the canvas. But I think it comes like in dance, through practice. The more 

you practice the more you look at bodies.”iii 

 

Bodies in space 

 

Space comes as a defining aspect of our nature but how do we interact with it, and how 

does it come translated into a gesture? According to Breeze, many cultural circumstances 

are limited by purely physical issues. When looking at the development of corporeal 

languages, we see that not only the climate might affect their expressivity but also the 

cultural background. The cultural context is important to bear in mind to understand fully 

these connections:  

 



“In Finland and Sweden you have to keep warm, to use your hands as a gesture is not 

easy. While in Italy, you do not normally wear gloves, which allows gestural expression. 

But I think it's a matter of cultural consensus, because if one goes south, to North Africa, 

hands are not as expressive as in Italy. It is about a culture that has evolved differently 

from others. Italy, in a different context, could be completely different.”iv (Breeze, 2016) 

 

A visual cacophony  

 

Where can we find these human interactions with the landscape, in what we have 

classified as cultural and not biological then? Certain cultures have developed stories and 

iconographies related to the idea of the hybrid, a clear intrusion of external nature in 

humans. Miguel Ayres de Campos, an art historian from the Courtauld Institute 

specialized in medieval art says: “The human-animal hybrid is typified by the wild man of 

medieval lore, by the banished, the outsider.” Whose ancestor is Cain, “God makes him 

into a sign, and puts a fearsome mark on him, but sends him also into exile, to live 

unseen.” At this point “He begins to take on animal traits, first figuratively, then physically.”  

And later on he adds, “these monstrous bodies that Cain engenders are so unruly that 

they do not acknowledge even their own borders, taking on the properties imposed by 

their environs and becoming inextricably enmeshed in them.”  

The idea of monster comes to mind, in Judeo-Christian culture, animal-human hybrids 

embody a fear “a fear of reversal to our real origin - back when we, and the world, were 

“without form”, shapeless clay, unindividuated beings. A fear of loss of self, a sort of 

uncontainable dispersion which is to the body what madness is to the mind” (Ayres de 

Campos, 2016).v 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Outputs  

 

From all this knowledge and personal experience acquired face to face with other 

professionals, some actual projects are starting to develop. Although not having been 

involved in the organization, I could participate in a dance workshop (Burlov, 2016) about 

the relations and interactions between dance, drawing and design. There, I could ask 

three professional dancers to perform with their hands, and as a result all the people 

attending the seminar could focus on this aspect when drawing or painting.  

 

Thanks to this project I have been allowed to access a dance studio in Barcelona that is 

organizing a performance called Homo Sapiens, which shows common interests to my 

artistic research. I am going to interview the choreographer this upcoming summer, Berta 

Vallribera i Mir, and some future collaborations might come out as a result.   
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Interviewees  

Charles Breeze: I studied Biochemistry and Bioinformatics at the University of Navarra, 

Spain, graduating in 2013. During my studies at university I was awarded two research 

placements at the University of Oxford, with Prof. Charles Lawrie (Ballabio et al, 2012) 

and Prof. Alison Banham (LLR studentship). I have joined Prof. Stephan Beck’s group 

with a Marie Curie PhD fellowship to work on the study of the epigenetics of complex 

traits and diseases, as part of the EpiTRAIN Initial Training Network. I am organizing 

theQuantitative Genomics 2016 conference. 

 

Lucy Algar: Art and design background, BA (Hons) in Theatre Design, Birmingham 

Institute Art & Design and MA Art & Design in Education, University of London IOE. She 

has been an educator for performers and choreographers at UAL, Wimbledon College 

and at Design .5, Drama and Theatre Department, Royal Holloway, University of London. 

http://quantitative-genomics.com/


She has been a set designer for theater and TV. Sky News, English Pocket Opera 

Company, The Mercers Company, English National Opera and Bedfordshire Opera are 

several of the companies and institutions she has worked for. 

 

Miguel Ayres de Campos: BA History of Art and MA Medieval Studies at Oxford 

University. He is currently working in the Medieval Art department as a PhD student at 

the Courtauld Institute of Art. He also has previous experience working for private 

collectors, art galleries and auction houses such as Christie’s. 

 

Oxana Gilbert: Professional dancer who has recently performed at The City Ballet of 

London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
i “A study was made and proved that when a person is with open hands and with a predisposition to the 

world. Serotonin and cortisone are two hormones that regulate us, cortisone regulates stress and serotonin 

components confidence and security. If one adopts a safe position, just convincing the body that is safe is 

precisely because there is an interaction with the position. The way one perceives oneself and what one 

really is.  

A person in a specific position ends up believing what she is because the interaction between neurons and 

hormones. On the contrary, a position that leads you to be nervous, like looking down is more likely to 

stress.” 

 

ii “I think there is clearly a relationship with body language. In the case of the dolphin, we have an animal 

with a well-developed neural cortex but who is unable to make a series of gestures because lacks 

complexity. We humans have that complexity. It is clear that this aspect exists in us.  

However, it is clear that the brain needs something like some workers to perform actions, they are our 

hands. They can express the brain.  

They could perform complex thoughts it is possible indeed but it is also very cultural. Because you go to a 

Mediterranean culture and see that is very typical to use your hands.” 

 

iii “But also as a theater designer and educator of young theater designers, I think, thought processes, 

special awareness. How much space does a body take up. What does a moving body look like? You look 

the inside, the skeleton and the spine, and the outside. For me educating young designers, enabling them 

to draw, performers moving, really enables a lot of thinking about space and thinking about the body. 

Because is just through… Some of them took a while to look but I think that by making a mark, you are 

making a decision. You are putting a mark on a page in response of your observations and that is a very 

important way of making thinking as happening notes, cementing that, making that strong.” 

 

iv “It is complicated because historically, in history, Italy is a place where many civilizations come together. 

Then one can expect it to be more cosmopolitan than elsewhere. It is complicated to explain it in terms of 

landscape and weather. But if you say that there is a cultural element, then you could find an explanation. 

Not only climate or race define these languages. Greece is different from Italy and yet the weather is very 

similar, their race is hybrid somehow. They had an Ottoman invasion and that complicates things. It is 

complicated to separate who is who but I would say that Greeks of the Greek colonies in southern Italy 

probably have more expressiveness than the Greeks of Greece itself. So I think it is a cultural issue, not so 

much biological because it has not given biological time for these things to happen. In my talks I always 

say that we are four days ago.” 

 

                                                           



                                                                                                                                                                                           
“In terms of different races, which always have wanted to say is that although we have big differences when 

skin color. On other issues there are people of different races that are more similar to each other than other 

people of their own race. Then, I will explain, the typical example is used to compare this in terms of genetics 

is poker. In a poker table different people can have very different cards. Then, in our world, there are genes 

that have different proportions in South America and Europe but they really are the same cards shuffled 

between different people.  

The most important thing is to see the genetic differences amongst people is not race but those other 

variants that exist within each race.” 

 

v “The human-animal hybrid is typified by the wild man of medieval lore, by the banished, the outsider. He 

lives outside of walls like the monster outside of categories. His first ancestor - we might say his biblical 

patriarch - is Cain, the cursed. God makes him into a sign, and puts a fearsome mark on him, but sends 

him also into exile, to live unseen. So that he he becomes a paradoxical thing: an invisible sign, a hidden 

meaning. He begins to take on animal traits, first figuratively, then physically. He is eventually killed by a 

hunter, who mistakes him for a stag. The Anglo-Saxon compilers of the poem Beowulf identify the fearsome, 

ethereal Grendel a descendent of Cain, and this is perhaps no accident - he is called the ‘border-walker’. 

He lives just outside: outside the city, out of sight, outside of any categories that would allow the author 

even to describe him. These monstrous bodies that Cain engenders are so unruly that they do not 

acknowledge even their own borders, taking on the properties imposed by their environs and becoming 

inextricably enmeshed in them. Their form is a continuous form, its flow uninterrupted by any clear 

categorical demarcations - a sort of visual cacophony. We may say that they are part lion, part horse, part 

men - but where does one end and the other begin? It is only when we describe them that we impose such 

clear-cut categories. Our individuation, they seem to teach us, is fragile and always at risk - the dangers of 

reabsorption, dissolution and un-differentiation hover over our delimited forms like a continuous threat. The 

persona - the mask - falls easily to reveal an essential contiguity or continuity with the more fluid body of 

nature. The loss of created dignity, and the fall from the pinnacle of the natural order - the seat proper to 

man in Genesis - is properly speaking an existential fear, intimately tied to anxieties as to the volatility of 

the social order, the limits of language and the nightmare of chaos as primitive, undivided being. The 

dreamy origins of the good savage or the ape-man, or the glamorous call of the wild, are modern ‘origins’ 

that turn animals into more or less distant cousins. They reduce the discontinuity of their forms in relation 

to our own. In a way, Darwin has already made moderate monsters of us all. In a Judeo-Christian culture, 

the animal-human monster embodies a fear that is quite radical: a fear of reversal to our real origin - back 

when we, and the world, were “without form”, shapeless clay, unindividuated beings. A fear of loss of self, 

a sort of uncontainable dispersion which is to the body what madness is to the mind.” 


